MEMORIES
Aerial straps, & Quickchange

This act is the result of several years of
research on Quickchange, trying to
innovate in this field, putting it at the
service of dramaturgy, combining it with
circus techniques.

DIEGO&ELENA

In 2015 Diego & Elena premiered the first
aerial quickange at the International
Magic Festival of Madrid, being
recognized by the prestigious magazine
«Magic».
This investigation process has aimed to
use scenographic elements for the
realization of the changes, looking for
acrobatic and choreographic ways of
doing it, with a contemporary aesthetic,
bearing in mind that those changes and
the magical effects should be part of the
story.
Memories is about a relationship that has
ended. The nostalgia and the hope for a
second chance.
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Diego and Elena created their duo in 2007. In 2018
they received the audience’s award and the
Roncali’s award in the Newcomershow festival.
They have been part of the cast of “Monaco ou les
amants du Rocher” of Cirque Eloize (2015, Canada)
playing Elena the role as the principal female
character. Diego has worked in the Kristallpalast
(Leipzig, 2018). Both have performed with the
company Recirquel (2017, Budapest), The Hole
(2015-2017, Spain),
Benidorm Palace (2017),
Clandestino Cabaret (2017, Madrid), Yllana (20172018, Spain), Cirque de Noël (2016, France),
Quimera and Cabaret Prohibido (Santander, 2016),
Jorge Blass (Spain-Hong-Kong, 2008-2016), La
Fábrica de Sueños (Spain, 2010-2017), Bravo
Showmakers (Spain-Tailand-Marrakech, 2011-2014),
Perfordance, (Spain-Chile-Republica Dominicana,
2011-2018), Ibérica de Danza (Spain, 2015), AleHop (Spain, 2011-2018), Productores de Sonrisas
(Spain, 2015-2018), Cirque Nouvel (2012-2014,
Austria), Richard bros Circus (Spain, 2007-2008),

Indoor show
60 minutes
4 performers
Circus, dance, magic and comedy
Non-verbal

In 2016 they created with two more performers the
company “La Gata Japonesa” premiering their first
show “Lumières Foraines” in 2017, a show directed
by Leandre Ribera.

ENCUENTRO

EFÍMERO
Both have a degree in Physical Activity and Sports
(Universidad Politécnica de Madrid) and a Master in
Performing Arts (Universidad Rey Juan Carlos).

“Trabajar en Editorial Don Leopoldo durante
los últimos cinco años es un sueño hecho

They began their training in circus in a self-taught
way. After that they have been coached by
Sebastián Afonso, Cristiano Mailhos, Adil Rida,
Jonathan Fortín, Nadia Richer and Michael
Lanphear. The work with Jorge Blass and other
magicians aroused their interest in magic. In 2015
they premiered the first aerial quickchange in the
International Magic Festival of Madrid. After that
they continue their investagation about the
quickchange, and this resulted in "Memories", an act
that premiered in 2018.

Indoor and outdoor show
50 minutes
2 performers
Circus and comedy
Non-verbal

